
 

Meek, Boylan and Bleau JFK Assassination Research Project- 

Timeline survey report March 23 2024 

Introduction 

To know more about the research project, the researchers and results of the first survey, please follow 

this link: https://jfkchokeholds.com/wp-

content/uploads/2024/03/SurvearticleandresultsMotive2.pdf#new_tab  

 

Survey results on the topic of timeline: 

1) Participation: a mass email in March 2024 to 620 recipients generated 148 responses. 
One person asked to be removed from the email list. 51 of the respondents wrote 
comments in the open-ended section at the end of the survey encouraging respondents 
to write down insights. Still others sent emails with suggestions and comments. One 
criticism that arose was that for certain questions the recipient would have liked to have 
had an other option or do not know. This will be addressed in future surveys. 
52% of the respondents indicated that they had attended more than 3 JFK Assassination 
conferences. 30% responded that they had attended between 1 and 3 conferences. We 
can conclude that participation rates and respondent engagement in the subject matter 
are strong. 

 

2) The following three questions show quite a bit of disparity by respondents on timelines. On the 

question of consensus to eliminate JFK: His handling of the missile crisis (18%), objectives of smoothing 

relations with Cuba (9%) and Russia (15%) and the decision to not engage in Vietnam (18%) somewhat 

overlap timing-wise and is where over 62% of respondents are situated. This tends to dovetail with the 

motive survey. Nearly 17% pointed to the failed Bay of Pigs as key timing wise. 

https://jfkchokeholds.com/wp-content/uploads/2024/03/SurvearticleandresultsMotive2.pdf#new_tab
https://jfkchokeholds.com/wp-content/uploads/2024/03/SurvearticleandresultsMotive2.pdf#new_tab


 

3) The 8 months that followed the beginning of the Missile Crisis is where the bulk of the respondents 

feel that the logistics of the assassination were put in place, early 1963 being the most important. 

 

4) Respondents clearly believe there were plots to assassinate JFK before November 22, 1963, nearly 

50% of whom believe these took place during the months preceding the Dallas motorcade. 



 

5) 41% of respondents believe Oswald began being set up as a patsy when he moved to New Orleans in 

the Spring of 1963. 23% point to August 1963. This is when his FPCC activities became more visible. A full 

26% feel that the frame-up began on his return from Russia. 

 

6) Some 65% of respondents feel that Ruby was given his tasks within the two months that preceded the 

assassination. 



 

7) The timing of the training of the assassination teams is evenly divided between the Summer and 

Spring of 1963, each receiving nearly 30% of the responses. 

 

8) The arrival of the hit squads in Dallas took place between two days and a week preceding the 

motorcade according to 62% of the respondents. 



 

9) Opinions on when the hit teams were in position are quite varied. 

 

10) Over 50% of the respondents feel the decision to go the lone nut root was taken well before the 

assassination. 



 

11) The answers to the next three questions, show how surprised perpetrators must have been when 

the lone nut scenario was favored. 

 

 



 

12) We reformulated a question on motive from the first survey by adding the CIA as an organization of 

interest in the assassination. Rogue CIA members remained prime suspects, followed by the joint chiefs 

of staff of that era. 

 

12) The final question singles out Oswald as the only suspect to have no motive (unless monetary) to kill 

JFK. Fewer than 3 % of respondents indicated that Oswald disliked JFK. 



 

Comment section: 

Strong movement and planning by rogue CIA members and military members of national 

command structure very active just after missiles of October, 1962 but only after LBJ gave the 

green light did it begin its final unstoppable progress towards completion. Although, it may have 

also happened without LBJ sanction and support as Deep State members knew LBJ would have 

to go along and insure coverup just as they knew J Edgar Hoover would do the same. 

H.P. Albarelli, Jr book: Coup in Dallas 

JFK & The Unspeakable, Inside the ARRB 

Barry Jones and Gil Jesus are researchers who are quite credible.  

Greater clarity in recent years; one task is to understand better CIA's role in tactical execution vs. 

role in disinformation, "smoke-screening" of plot 

I believe the decision to assassinate JFK was made IN THE IMMEDIATE AFTERMATH of the 

Cuban Missile Crisis (not "in and around," which was the imprecise choice you presented). The 

decision was exacerbated and reinforced by JFK's clear refusal to contemplate a nuclear first 

strike against the USSR; but I also believe that the proximate cause of the birth of the plot was his 

resolution of the Cuban Missile Crisis through diplomacy instead of invasion (military 

confrontation). The two subjects are interrelated. 

It's funny, I decided to reread the Warren Report. It amazes me how poorly it is written. They used 

words like probably, possibly, in the Commission's opinion. From a legal standpoint it reads like a 

joke. 

This question: "Revised question from previous survey: Which group that was motivated to 

assassinate JFK was the most significant for ensuring that the plot would go into effect? “ is too 

narrow to only be one answer. 

We may never find out the instigators or brains but we have small groups of Anti Kennedy from 

his own Vice President, Chiefs of Staff, Presidents protection of Secret Service, CIA, FBI, Mafia, 

Whitehouse Chiefs of Staff, US Air Force high Command on Kennedys dead body flight home, US 

Navy personnel and Autopsy Naval personnel, Dallas Mafia and Dallas Police Department , 

Agents who dug up Oswald's body to change things and of Course James Atherton, J. Edgar 



Hoover, Earl Warren, The Payne Family , Cuban Exiles, George H.W. Bush and Gerald Ford and of 

course certain members of the Democrats and Republican Party who continue to this day to stop 

the last of the withheld files released and Texas Business men too. 

Not possible to answer some of these questions. How do we know when the hit men arrived, or 

what they thought? Similarly, Oswald said he liked Kennedy. But how do we know he meant it? 

Lots of tough questions, given how little I know with certainty about the JFKA! 

Where is Army intelligence in this list of perpetrators? Where are the rogues from other agencies 

besides the CIA? This question is as flawed as last time. Why is “do not know” rarely asked? You 

are forcing us to speculate. Just as bad, you are not providing us clear questions. And questions 

about the arrival time of hit squads? Garbage in, garbage out. I’m very disappointed. You guys are 

more intelligent than this. 

LBJ was mastermind behind murder of JFK with his cronies Dulles and Hoover whom JFK had 

fired. LBJ knew he WASN’T going to be on 1964 ticket and Newsweek Time etc had magazine 

ready to publish 11-22-63 his corruption and he would have been imprisoned. Everyone knows 

what the headlines were INSTEAD!!! 

I am basing my answer to when the hit team set up on Julia Ann Mercer noticing the truck, two 

men and rifle at the grassy knoll at 11AM. No idea when Oswald was chosen as the Patsy. New 

Orleans could have been just setting him up for a future assignment in Cuba. Were other potential 

patsies (i.e., Vallee) set up with doubles before time as LHO was? 

1. Rumble.com “James Files Confession” 2. Rumble.com “I Killed JFK-Primary Target: JFK Robert 

Morningstar & James Scott” 3. Rumble.com “Primary Target-JFK Operation Zipper JFK Files” 4. 

jfkmurderjamesfiles.weebly.com 5. Rumble.com “PNA-JFK-JamesFiles-33MB-354” 6. Cell # 808-

866-9321 7. Cell # 434-941-7375 

Gerrard Colby and Charlotte Dennett, Thy Will Be Done: The Conquest of the Amazon: Nelson 

Rockefeller and Evangelism in the Age of Oil, 1994, presents the panoply of forces at work in the 

post-war world. Fletcher Prouty suggests the important figures who decided without a specific 

declaration. 

The assassination of JFK would never have happened if LBJ and his associates had been 

prosecuted for the murder of Henry Marshall starting in summer of 1961. 

Could you tell me what this survey is for? Thank you! 

This was better designed in my opinion than the last one. 

Difficult questions for one answer, like the revised question. I assume joint chiefs felt JFK was a 

traitor for Bay of Pigs; "failed" Cuban crisis; and his secret detente communications with Nikita 

and Fidel-Peace for the World. Other questions about when ground forces were ready in Dealey. 

These top pros knew where and when they were going to be in their respective positions. One or 

two could have been there more than my 15 minutes on average. e.g., a rooftop/Records Bldg. 

Just too- large-a-scale black op to be Rogue CIA. Well planned, but still so powerful to deal with 

the many screw ups that took place. 

The decision for a planned withdrawal from Viet Nam may have been the last straw, even though 

the BOP and Cuban Missile Crisis were enough to motivate Kennedy's enemies to eliminate him. 

Also, difficult to say precisely the timing of plans to assassinate or framing of Oswald. A few 

questions could have more than one answer. 

My answers are based on research I'm doing as a former aide to Robert F. Kennedy. 



Regarding the revised question: Which “Plot”? Murder Plot or Cover -Up? 

On the revised question of who was most significant, I see it as a joint Military/intelligence 

(government) working together, joined at the hip. 

Look for the activities of RUFUS TAYLOR and the ONI who like the CIA - if not worse - stonewalled 

access to their records https://jfkcountercoup.blogspot.com/search?q=oni+records&max-

results=20&by-date=true ONI [OFFICE OF NAVAL INTELLIGENCE] RECORDS REVISITED by Bill 

Kelly JFK Countercoup http://jfkcountercoup.blogspot.com/2013/02/oni-records-

revisited_12.html  

Training of assassination teams question is confusing because different operatives could have 

been trained at different times and it was unclear if you meant training specifically for this jfka 

mission. Thanks!! Liked this survey more than the last one. 👍 

Always has been my opinion that while many had their reasons, there was only one who stood to 

benefit completely (and then foolishly allow himself to be "trapped") by the "hierarchy" in its 

ability to control him after the coup. LBJ. Not his "circle" but just him. His "circle" helped but I will 

never stop believing it was him working with unseen "hierarchy" + rogue elements of the 

following: CIA/Mossad, Joint Chiefs (especially LeMay), Secret Service, FBI, Cuban exiles & 

mafia. All those together, then and since, control and/or disposed of evidence, witnesses if 

necessary. 

Anything by John Newman, James Di Eugenio, Harold Weisberg, Peter Dale Scott, Mark Lane, 

Fletcher Prouty, etc. 

The military and the Texas (industrial/political) royalty were about equally important.  

The second question needs to allow for more than one option - JFK was not killed as a result of 

one man or group - the following are likely some of the combinations that allowed the 

assassination to take place so read & consider - I am revising my book on J. Edgar Hoover & that 

is why this is a little long - here is a little preview. A combination of Mob Influences (Giancana, 

Hoffa, & Roselli,... involved in plots to kill Castro - all murdered in the mid 70's during the period of 

Church Com. & HSCA as well as Jack Ruby's involvement & testimony about his phone 

conversations in the Fall of 1963. The Extreme Right & Racists - JFK's Civil Rights policies such 

as the use of troops during the integration of U. of Alabama & Miss. & JFK economic policies 

such as Medicare - as well as elements of Big Business, Bankers, Oil, Anti-Conservation ("Battling 

Wall Street" - Don Gibson). Certain Military Leaders - Russian policies of JFK - especially Nuclear 

Test Ban Treaty - Cuban policies of JFK - Bay of Pigs & Missile Crisis as well as possible Vietnam 

withdrawal & autopsy at Bethesda resulting in Military security & control. CIA - JFK's Cuban 

policies & his threats to dismantle the agency & firing of Dulles, Bissell, Cabell & William Harvey & 

Guy Bannister as well as possible involvement of Cord Meyer, David Morales & Edward 

Lansdale,... PROBABLY THE MOST IMPORTANT COMBINATIONS LBJ & Certain Elements of the 

SS - responsible for Texas trip & taking over Air Force & no autopsy in Dallas - LBJ was going to 

jail as Bobby Baker stated in his book "Wheeling & Dealing" for numerous crimes - Ruby's later 

comments & letters about LBJ's involvement. Head of White House SS Gerald Behn stated in 

early November "we will never go to the Trade Mart" & gets his first vacation in 3 years & not in 

Dallas. Pierre Salinger - liaison between SS & the press's role in the motorcade & not in Texas - he 

is instead at the Honolulu Conference with half of the cabinet as well as the numerous 

documented changes in the motorcade. SS Agent Elmer Moore (Ruby's bodyguard during his 



testimony) stated that "JFK was a traitor" to Jim Gouchenaur (who passed away this week 3/13 

in Milwaukee). Also - The Cooperation Between LBJ & J. Edgar Hoover In The Coverup Cannot Be 

Ignored - Both Stood To Lose Their Positions Of Power - Lets Not Forget Jealousy Of The 

Kennedy's & The Future With RFK & Teddy & Eventually JFK Jr.. Andrew Kiel  

Revised question: I think there was a mix of individuals from the Military-Industrial-Intelligence 

complex. 

I think JFK was viewed with a jaundiced eye before getting elected. The forces that removed him 

were gathering momentum throughout his term in office. 

I would like to elaborate on many of these questions, feel free to contact me and we can set 

something up. 

For the "Oswald..." question, there should be an option for "Does not matter wither way." 

Thanks for all your work! Everything I have studied involves minutia in DP, over a three minute 

span. I don't know much about "Who? or "Why" ... I am mostly focused on "How?" To me, multiple 

shooters equals conspiracy. I don't think the general public has firmly crossed this bridge as yet. 

Thanks again! - concerned Canadian citizen. 

Treason for My Daily Bread, Again the act was planned many years in advance. Planning goes 

back to the 1930s. Valediction: The Resurrection and The Mad Bishops...  

The plot to kill JFK originated with Allen Dulles by the time JFK was nominated, included LBJ's 

planned succession, was supposed to have been concluded in Dallas (not Bethesda) and remains 

among the most closely guarded secrets within the US government to this day. David Lifton 

uncovered a great deal of this plot and died before he could publish his latest realizations & 

findings, but his estate has all of his files & writings intact. In the last 10 years of his life, I helped 

him refine his understanding of the plot and the most probable sequence of events that occurred 

between 11/21/63 and 11/23/63. 

these are very hard to answer. Despite 35 years of interest on my part, much of "the plan" is still a 

mystery. Maybe John Newman et al. can nail this? I think it likely the top brass military 

sanctioned it hoping for war with Cuba (Operation Northwoods?). They couldn't "risk" another 

Kennedy term in office. 

I didn't answer questions for which my answer is "I don't know/don't have a strong opinion 

No more! 

Added to OIL Barons are companies making money off military industrial complex. 

Coup d’état. Dulles, Le May likely involved high level. Use of mafia and Cuban exiles to point away 

from Dulles and military in case lone nut theory collapsed. Mutual interests against JFK and 

Bobby were overwhelming: CIA; mafia; Cuban exiles; Joint Chiefs; J Edgar Hoover; far right; 

oilmen. Assassination was response to JFK performance on Cuba. JFK took hard line in TV 

debates on Castro but ended up guaranteeing him by abandoning exiles at Bay of Pigs. This sent 

message of weakness to Soviets who then built Berlin Wall as knee no real response then sent 

nuclear missiles to Cuba, attempt to win Cold War and redress nuclear balance. JFK weakness 

emboldened Soviets. Kennedy secret deal to trade Turkey and Italy missiles was not known to 

Joint Chiefs or U.S. intelligence until March ‘63 when they were removed, and JFK had weakened 

US nuclear superiority. Around the same time as missiles removed, within days, Oswald 

supposedly ordered pistol and rifle. 



JFK's failure to invade Cuba (BoP and CMC) followed by his back-channel effort at detente with 

Castro infuriated the hard-core zealots within the CIA. Add to that his perceived soft-hand 

approach with the Soviets and his growing reluctance to go to war in Vietnam--all of which led to 

a snowball of dismay and anger that culminated with Kennedy's murder in Dallas. His Pax 

Americana speech at American University in June '63 was the tipping point.  

The role of Lyndon Johnson in the JFK assassination is vastly underestimated by the JFK 

research community. LBJ orchestrated and MICROMANAGED the JFK just as he MICOMANAGED 

every other crime in his life. LBJ, D.H. Byrd, Ed Clark used Gen. Edward Lansdale and some CIA-

affiliated anti-Castro Cuban operatives to murder JFK. They all had their own reasons. LBJ's 

personal reasons were paramount, his pals it was money and power and for the actual shooters 

of JFK it was Cuba policy. For Lansdale, it was rage over his dismissal and the Diem coup and 

especially the murder of his friend Diem on 11/2/1963. 

Rush to Judgment, The Devil's Chessboard, Destiny Betrayed (book and film), Plausible Denial, 

"JFK" (film), JFK and The Unspeakable, JFK by Prouty 

The fact that you're not mentioning Israel means whoever wrote this survey is obviously 

controlled opposition. Read Final Judgment. It's correct. 

Great questions! Thanks for including me. 

Keep up your great work, Paul! 

In some cases, more than one answer could be ticked but the survey does not allow that. 

DiEugenio, Pease, Douglass, Talbot, Newman, 

Please, interview Jones and Gil Jesus for your site. 

 
 

 

 


